ABSTRACT. This paper introduces a bulk queucing system with a single server processing groups of customers of a variable size. If upon completion of service the queueing level is at least r the server takes a batch of size r and processes it a random time arbitrarily distributed. If the qucueing level is less than r the server idles until the queue accumulates r customers in total.
INTRODUCTION.
In many queueing systems with bulk service a server does not start service unless the number of waiting customers is at a certain fixed level. In this case the server is waiting for more arriving customers until the desired level is reached. A typical situation arises in computer network service, where every job to be done must go through a chain of computers (or parallel processors). The job can not get started until all necessary computer components are free. So the job (which now plays the role of a server) waits until the queue of waiting computers (in this case customers) accumulates a necessary group to run the job. A version of such a queue was modeled in Dshalalow and Russel [4] . A relevant modification of this model occurs when during waiting time a task can be reset up or being on a preliminary service insofar requiring a different (generally smaller) number of computer components by the time a group of the initially desired size becomes available. Such situations are common whenever a server, resting due to a queue accumulating more customers, lends a part of its capacity which perhaps may not be restored by the time the queue has reached the desired level. So by then the server begins to pro-cess a group of custo, nors in accordance with the available capacity.
In the present paper the authors introduce and study a queueing model with an orderly Poisson 
where V,, N(a.).
ANALYSIS OF THE IMBEDDED PROCESS.
From relation (2.1) and our assumption about the input stream it is obvious that {f, , ( DEFINITION 7. A stochastic process {fl,t, (PX)=,E, Z(t); >_ 0} (E, (E)) with E _ -' _ -< N is called semi-regenerative if a) there is a point process {t,,} on R+ such that t,,---cx (n--o) and that each t,, is a stopping time relative to the canonic filtering a(Zu;y <_ t), b) the process (Z(t)) has the locally strong Markov property at t,, n 1,2,..., c) {Z(t, + 0), t, n 0,1,...} is a Markov renewal process.
It is obvious that the process {Q(t)} has the locally strong Maxkov property at the stopping time t,, n 1, 2, and thus {Q(t)} is a semi-regenerative process with respect to the sequence {t,} (see definitions 6 and 7.) DEFINITION 8. Let 0} (E, (E)) be a semi-regenerative sth=tic press relative to the sequence {t.} of stopping time and let K(t) the corresnding semi-regenerative kernel. Suppose that the sociated Mkov renewal press is ergic d that the semi-regenerative kernel is emn integrable over R +. Then the stationary distribution r (x,; z E) of the press (g(t)) exists d it is determined from the formula: (ii) Let g(t)= (Kit(t); j,k e E) denote the semi-regenerative kernel (definitions 8 d 9), where gi(t) {Q(t) k, > t}. By element probability guments we deduce that ()- 2) The expected length of an idle period of the server in the equilibrium satisfies the below formula (due to straightforward probability arguments):
The probability that the server is idle in the stationary mode is r- 
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